Chap. 10.

With all this knowledge of Mr. E — & with this power of authority to imparting it, Anne quitted Westgate Buildings — her mind deeply busy in revolving what she had heard, feeling, thinking, recalling & forseeing everything, shocked about Mr. Elliot, she had heard about Mr. Elliot — & grieving with composed Complacency & Lenient Triumph upon the fact of her having been right & Lady Rushworth wrong, the most discriminating of the two. She had never been satisfied. Lady Rushworth’s whose confidence in him had been entire. — But [t]he Embarraſ:ment which must be felt from this moment hour in his presence! — How to be: have to him? — how to get rid of him? — What to do by any of the Party at home? — where to be blind? — where to be active? — It was altogether a confusion of Images & Doubts — a perplexity, an Embarraſ:ment Agitation which she could not see the end of it — — And she was in Gay St — — & still so much engrossed, as to start at that she started on being addresſed by Adm. Croft, as if he were a person unlikely to be met there.